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Introduction
The relative humidity in a supermarket is very low in wintertime when it is heated, as
well as in the summertime when the airco is running.
Because of this, fresh produce loses its freshness quickly as its own moisture evaporates
in the surrounding air.
With an ultrasonic humidifying system from Contronics Engineering B.V.,you have a
perfect solution to keep your produce really fresh.
This assertion extensively endorsed by a report from Wageningen University
(WUR report no. 1190).

How does it function?
Pure, filtrated water is nebulised by high frequency waves (ultrasonic). This mist of
very tiny water droplets is spread over the produce like a blanket. The water droplets
evaporate and form a cool, moist air layer just above the produce. This effect is called
evaporation cooling. The temperature will sink by ca 4 °C and the relative humidity
is raised up to ca 95%. The fresh produce will no longer lose its own moisture to the
ambient air and is additionally cooled, without getting wet.
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Hygiene
In order to guarantee maximum quality, the water is treated first. A reversed osmosis
filter is used for this purpose. It removes all bacteria, viruses, calcium and minerals that
are usually present in city water. The system is flushed and cleaned on an hourly basis,
during which the humidification stops for a short time.
Should a failure occur in the filter system, the entire installation automatically shuts
down, long before any bacterial infection can take place.
The system also incorporates an ozone generator, which operates at night. Ozone (O3)
is a three atom, unstable, oxygen molecule, which converts back to normal oxygen in a
short time, without leaving a residue. It is a very strong oxidizer. It will kill any bacteria
that may have entered the system through the air.
Yearly maintenance will guarantee problem free and hygienic use.
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Installation
The humidifier, water treatment unit and drain pump are preinstalled on a stainless
steel frame. The system is plug and play. Simply connect the city water, drain, mains
and outles tube and it is ready.
If the connections are above the ceiling a stainless steel pipe is used to hide the tubing.
The stainless steel distribution bar is bolted on a table or a frame, in case you just use
a display of crates.
It will take less than 4 hours to complete the installation.
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What advantages has the Contronics Fresh in Fresh outsystem for you?
-- Higher turnover of your fruit and vegetables (up to 20%), because your fresh
produce looks better and the system draws attention.
-- Higher turnover of your other products (up to 1,5%), as before your customers
return more times per week as apposed to maybe once a week, because of your
higher quality fresh produce.
-- Less waste, because your produce stays fresh longer.
-- Less labour because there is no need to transport your fresh produce to the cold
store during the night.
-- Energy saving of your airco installation and your cooling equipment (in the summer)
as you don’t need a cold store no longer during the night.
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What advantages for your customer?
-- Higher quality of your fresh produce. Your customers will also note this at home,
because it will stay fresh longer.
-- Lower prices because of less waste and labour.
-- Less waste at home.
Environment aspects:
-- Less to throw away, less waste.
-- Energy savings up to 11 ton of CO2 per system per year.
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In order to profit in full of these advantages we advise:
-- Show your fresh produce as much as possible (under the mist blanket) unwrapped
or open the wrapped produce partially.
-- If you still have wrapped produce, close the holes of the humidification tube with
the plugs provided.
-- Your produce should not get wet. If this is the case, your system is producing too
much mist. You can adjust the level with the controller on the tube.
-- Adjust this intensity also during the night. The air movement in the store is reduced.
As a consequence the evaporation process slows down, leaving droplets on your
produce.
-- If any products remain out over night, their quality will improve in comparison to the
products placed in a cold room.
-- Keep your system on for 24 hours. It is better for the quality of your fruit and
vegetables against low costs. If you still want to stop it during the night, do not
switch off the system completely, but keep the capacity to “0”. The ozone generator
works during the night. If you switch it off completely the cleaning process will not
take place.
-- If you want to switch the system off for a longer period, contact us. We will do
it in such a way that when you switch it on again it will operate technically and
hygienically correctly.
-- Inform your customers how the system works and how they profit from it.
You can download the extensive WUR report no. 1190 at www.contronics.nl under:
applications-->tests-->Fresh in Fresh out.
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P.O. Box 144
5490 AC Sint-Oedenrode
The Netherlands
Telephone: +31(0)413-487000
Telefax: +31(0)413-473903
Website: www.contronics.nl
E-mail: info@contronics.nl
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